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Abstract—This paper presents PI-OPS (Parallel-Iterative Optical Packet Scheduler) a parallel-iterative scheduler for asynchronous 

Optical Packet Switching nodes with optical buffering. Optical packets are assembled by aggregating IP packets, and attaching an 
optical packet header. Conventional schemes process optical packet headers one by one, in a sequential form. Then, worst case 
algorithm response time is tightly coupled to switch size. In contrast, in PI-OPS all the optical packets received during a given time 
window are jointly processed to optimize the delay and output wavelength allocation, applying void filling techniques. The scheduler 
has a deterministic response time, independent of the traffic arrivals pattern. In addition, PI-OPS has been specifically designed to 
allow a parallel electronic implementation similar to the ones found in VOQ schedulers. In this respect, we evaluate the traffic loss 
performance of the scheduler in different settings, to dimension a set of hardware related parameters. Finally, we conduct an 
emulation of an FPGA implementation of a large-scale version of the scheduler. Results support the feasibility of its implementation. 
 

Index Terms—Optical Packet Switching, scheduling algorithms, performance evaluation, FPGA prototyping.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 
dvances in optical communications are considered among the major drivers for the development of future ICT services. In 

particular, switching paradigms such as Optical Packet Switching (OPS) and Optical Burst Switching (OBS) are able to take 
advantage of both the huge capacity provided by the photonic technology and the flexibility attainable with a statistical 
multiplexing approach [1]. Therefore, they are considered attractive candidates for the deployment of next generation network 
services requiring dynamic provisioning of large amounts of bandwidth on short time scales [2]. Recent studies have also 
demonstrated the advantages of OBS and asynchronous OPS in terms of reduced CAPEX and power consumption respectively 
[3][4]. 
 Both OPS and OBS paradigms are based on the use of shared transmission and switching resources, leading to typical packet 
contention events that cannot be solved using traditional buffering techniques, due to the lack of optical RAMs. In general, 
contentions could be solved by exploiting three dimensions [1]: the wavelength domain, by using wavelength conversion each 
time two or more packets need to be simultaneously transmitted on the same fiber; the time domain, by delaying the transmission 
of some of the contending packets through a finite set of optical delay lines; the space domain, by re-routing some of the 
contending packets to a different output along a different path to the destination. The combined use of time and wavelength 
domains proved to be quite effective for both paradigms in terms of logical node performance [5][6]. Several additional 
contention resolution techniques have been proposed in the literature, especially for the OBS case where significant research 
effort has been devoted to the burst scheduling problem [2]. 
 However, despite the latest advances in integrated photonics [7] and the significant number of optical switching test-beds 
available [8], several technological challenges are still to be solved to achieve the feasible deployment of packet-based optical 
networks. One of these issues is posed by the need for specialized hardware implementing the node control functions. In fact, 
due to the extremely high packet arrival rates, each node is required to process packet headers in a very short time span to be 
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able to apply a contention resolution scheme, to correctly schedule data transmission and to compute the appropriate switching 
device configuration. 
 Therefore, a suitable packet scheduling algorithm must be defined and executed when processing headers in order to allocate 
a contention-free output channel and the required delay, if available. The mismatch between the asynchronous packet arrival 
process and the finite set of optical delays available may lead to the creation of a significant amount of unused time gaps (called 
voids) between consecutive scheduled packets, which could heavily affect the node performance [9]. As a consequence, optical 
packet scheduling represents a key optimization problem. Solutions based on a sequential approach, where headers are processed 
one by one, may become the bottleneck of the control mechanism. When the switch port count increases the worst case packet 
header processing time grows while it should be well upper bounded to cope with the potential of massively simultaneous 
arrivals targeted to the same output fiber. Parallel header processing may reduce the computation time of the scheduler and 
decouple the scheduler response time from the switch fabric size.  
 A parallel iterative scheduling algorithm for optical packet networks is introduced here, named PI-OPS (Parallel Iterative 
Optical Packet Scheduler), suitable for a fast electronic implementation with a constant guaranteed response time almost 
independent of the switch size. It is built on a multiple header scheduling concept similar to the one adopted by iSLIP-like 
algorithms designed for Virtual Output Queuing (VOQ) router architectures [10] and extends a similar solution previously 
devised for OBS networks [11]. The PI-OPS algorithm is targeted to asynchronous OPS networks, where optical packets can be 
of variable duration, and are not aligned at switch inputs. The packet header is supposed to precede the payload, separated by a 
short guard band. However, it is interesting to note that PI-OPS could be applied also, without modifications, to OBS networks 
operating with the Only Destination Delay (ODD) reservation mechanism [12]. In OBS/ODD networks, an offset time exists 
between the burst header and the payload, which is constant in all the bursts, and kept constant hop-to-hop.  

The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we propose the PI-OPS algorithm which is, at the best of our knowledge, 
the first parallel-iterative approach to schedulers suitable for asynchronous OPS networks. Then we propose a PI-OPS design to 
allow an electronic implementation based on parallel architectures. We propose a payload overlapping check method based on a 
fast processing of bit-mask occupation registers. The dimensioning of these registers allows us to precisely define the 
requirements for building a PI-OPS scheduler for large-scale OPS nodes. Finally, we have emulated the FPGA implementation 
of the scheduler. Our results prove its practical feasibility and how physical implementation issues may affect the logical node 
design and the related performance. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III describes the PI-OPS algorithm. 
The performance of the algorithm is comparatively evaluated in Section IV, and a set of hardware related parameters are 
dimensioned. Section V elaborates on the electronic FPGA implementation of PI-OPS. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A significant amount of research has been devoted to the scheduling problem in asynchronous OPS and OBS networks and 
several algorithms have been defined and studied in the last decade with the goal to provide efficient resource utilization and 
limited packet loss. The first proposal that was trying to exploit the wavelength domain was a burst switching paradigm based on 
the time horizon concept, defined for each output channel as the instant after which no burst is scheduled to be transmitted [13]. 
Any channel with a time horizon smaller than the arrival time of an incoming burst is suitable to accommodate the burst itself. 
The algorithm must then select the best output channel according to an optimal criterion. An option is to choose the channel with 
the latest horizon, in order to transmit each burst as close as possible to the last one previously sent on the same channel and then 
minimize the bandwidth wasted due to voids.  

This technique is known in OBS as Latest Available Unscheduled Channel (LAUC) and can also be applied to the case of 
nodes equipped with delay lines, i.e. when both wavelength and time domains are combined to solve contentions [14]. When no 
channel has a time horizon smaller than the burst arrival time, the LAUC policy is applied to the future delayed copies of the 
incoming burst, starting with the smallest delay. It has been shown that, in the asynchronous OPS case, channel utilization may 
be improved by choosing the channel with the time horizon introducing the smallest gap overall, instead of the one available 
with the smallest delay [5]. 
 A major improvement in terms of performance was achieved by adding void filling capabilities to the optical packet 
scheduling policy [15]. Already scheduled channels are now included in the search, given that they are unused for a time interval 
(i.e. void) starting before the (possibly delayed) packet arrival time and large enough to accommodate the entire incoming 
packet. The unscheduled channels are considered as a particular case of voids with infinite length. The algorithm selects the 
suitable void with the latest starting time, minimizing the gap left in front of the incoming packet. In the OBS literature this 
technique is known as Latest Available Unused Channel with Void Filling (LAUC-VF) [14]. Several other scheduling policies 
were proposed in OPS and OBS literature, among which are techniques for QoS differentiation [16][17][18], packet sequence 
maintenance [19] and burst segmentation [20]. 
 As already mentioned, the computational complexity of the scheduling algorithm is a critical aspect that affects the actual 
feasibility of the node control logic. Therefore, it is necessary to design an efficient and fast scheduling algorithm while keeping 
the throughput at an acceptable level. In particular, since void filling algorithms must maintain information on all the voids 
present in each output channels and perform extensive look-ups over such data set, the scheduler implementation may become 
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too complex and the header processing too time-consuming compared to the packet arrival rate. Proposals to significantly reduce 
the scheduler processing burden while achieving the same optimal loss ratios as LAUC-VF, thanks to the use of efficient data 
structures and smart search techniques, include MinSV, MinEV, BestFit [21] or HVF [22]. 
 A hardware implementation of the OBS scheduler based on burst re-sequencing was recently proposed [23], which is able to 
achieve optimal scheduling in O(1) complexity. This scheduler does not process burst headers immediately as they arrive. 
Instead, it delays and reorders them according to the correct payload arrival time. Then, by applying a simple time horizon 
policy, it is possible to schedule bursts that would have required a void filling algorithm in sequential header processing. 
However, this scheduler is applicable to the bufferless OBS case only, since it is able to exploit only the voids created by 
different offset times and not by delays. Furthermore, due to the delayed header processing, data bursts experience additional 
latency. 

In order to implement a scalable packet scheduler, parallel processing should be adopted, as suggested on a recent paper 
which re-formulates the problem towards a viable hardware implementation [24]. However, all the schemes mentioned above 
take their decisions based on single header processing, resulting in a greedy approach to the problem. On the contrary, the 
parallel iterative scheduling algorithm proposed in this paper works on a multiple header set. The approach is in principle similar 
to the one used by OBS Group Scheduling [25], although the algorithm proposed in the following sections is specifically 
designed for a parallel and feasible electronic implementation. As a result, we show that a constant algorithm response time 
below 10 µs can be obtained for large-scale switches. 

III. PI-OPS ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

A. General view and time constraints 

Figure 1 shows the OPS optical node architecture, with N input and output fibers, and n data wavelengths per fiber (λ0...λn-1). 
The optical switching fabric (OSF) transparently switches optical payloads from input ports to output ports. In this paper, we 
consider OSFs able to emulate output buffering, with full wavelength conversion, and D fiber delay lines (FDLs) of duration 
d=0,G,...,(D-1)G, where G denotes the FDL granularity. Output buffering emulation means that the OSF does not add any 
internal contention to the process of allocating an output wavelength, and a FDL to the arriving packets. For instance, the 
switching matrices proposed in [26] and [27] are able to emulate output buffering.  

The electronic control unit processes the arriving packet headers, to make the appropriate scheduling decisions. In the 
architecture here proposed the scheduler works according to a slotted time frame, while the data plane operates asynchronously. 
In this section, we outline the timing relationships between the control and data plane that are necessary to guarantee safe 
operations. Let us assume that the payloads arrives δ+DP microseconds after the corresponding headers, where: 

 
 δ denotes the header offset, being δ=0 in OPS networks (the guard band duration is assumed negligible), and δ>0 in OBS 

networks applying the ODD reservation protocol; 
  DP denotes the duration of the fixed fiber delays at the switch fabric inputs (see Fig. 1).  

 
The PI-OPS algorithm is designed as a parallel iterative algorithm, with a constant response time lasting TA μs. 
The algorithm is executed periodically, every TI μs. 1 The algorithm execution starting at time t=t0, is responsible for jointly 

processing the packet headers asynchronously received during the time interval [t0-TI, t0]. We call this interval the header arrival 
time window of the algorithm execution.  

At the end of a given algorithm execution, the scheduling decisions for all the headers belonging to the relative header arrival 
time window are available. Based on these decisions, the OSF has to be configured to guarantee that the payloads find a proper 
optical path from inlet to outlet. The OSF configuration will take an amount of time that may depend on the optical path and the 
number of related devices to configure. In this work, we assume it is upper bounded by TOSF microseconds. 

 

 
1 The constraint TI≥TA ensures that an algorithm execution starts when the previous execution is already finished. 
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Fig. 1. OPS switching node scheme 

 
Therefore for a header arriving at time t=t0, in the worst case the switch will be configured after: (i) TI μs because the header 

arrives just after the start of the header arrival time window (ii) TA μs required for executing the algorithm, and (iii) TOSF μs 
necessary to reconfigure the OSF. Therefore the following inequality has to be satisfied: 

 
δ + DP ≥ TWC = TI + TA + TOSF (1) 

 
Note that TWC represents a worst-case delay between the moment the packet header arrives to the switch and the moment an 

optical path is configured in the OSF.  The non-negligible reconfiguration time of the optical components has one additional 
implication in the scheduling operation. During an OSF internal path reconfiguration time, the optical components involved can 
not be used. Therefore, if the idle time between two consecutive payload arrivals to the same input port was lower than TOSF, the 
second packet signal would be destroyed by the optical components reconfiguration. As a conclusion, a network-wide agreement 
is required to define the so-called minimum inter-packet gap (IPG), in the same way as occurs with the inter-frame gap in 
Ethernet technology, or the guard bands defined for the KEOPS packet format [26]. The optical reconfiguration time of the node 
equipment should be below the (not yet standardized) IPG time. Schedulers must guarantee that two payloads allocated at an 
output wavelength in any link are head-to-tail separated by at least the IPG time.  

B. Scheduler architecture 

Fig. 2 depicts the main building blocks of the proposed scheduler architecture. It is based on the electronic interconnection of 
nN input modules (left hand side), and nN output modules (right hand side), connected by means of a crossbar interconnection 
for inter-module signaling. The operation of the scheduler is equal in the OPS and OBS/ODD case. For the sake of readability, 
we assume in the sequel an underlying OPS network. 

 
1) Input modules description 

One input module IM(f,w) exists per each input fiber (f=0,..,N-1), and each input wavelength (w=0,...,n-1). Any input module 
stores and processes the information regarding one header, received in the associated header arrival time window. Therefore it 
must be guaranteed that at most one payload is associated with each input module in an algorithm execution. This implies that 
the minimum allowed payload length (Lmin) plus the IPG must be greater than the period of the algorithm execution TI.  

 
Lmin + IPG > TI (2) 

 
Both the payload arrival time and payload duration are stored altogether at the input module as a bit-mask register of length 

Kin bits. We denote as Rin(f,w) the bit-mask input occupation register at input module IM(f,w). Bit-mask registers are used as a 
method to permit fast overlapping check operations, as described later in this section. 

2) Output modules description 
One output module OM(f,w)  exists for each output fiber f=0,...,N-1, and output wavelength w=0,...,n-1. Each output module 

contains the following control registers: (i) one output occupation bit-mask register Rout(f,w) of length Kout bits, which stores in a 
bit-mask form the time intervals that are occupied by previously allocated payloads in the associated output port, (ii) a register 
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P(f,w) storing a grant pointer, of length log2(nN) bits, and (iii) one bit register CW(f,w) setting the scanning direction clock-wise 
or counter clock-wise of the grant pointer. The utilization of these registers will be made clear below.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Scheduler parallel architecture. 

 

C. Bit mask occupation registers.  

The PI-OPS algorithm aims at a simple electronic parallel implementation. To this end the occupation registers in the input 
and output modules are bit-mask registers. In the execution which starts at time t=t0, the i-th bit in the occupation register 
(i=0,...,K), is associated with the time interval [tOSF-min+ig, tOSF-min+(i+1)g), where tOSF-min=t0-TI+δ+DP is the earliest arrival time 
to the OSF of a payload whose header is being processed in current algorithm execution. g is a time granularity value 
corresponding to the duration of the time interval represented by one bit in the occupation register. A 1 at the i-th bit means that 
there is a payload already allocated in some portion (or all) of the time interval.  

The time granularity value g is a significant system parameter to tune. On one hand, a coarse granularity (a high value of g) 
implies a loss of precision in the position of the allocated bursts. This may degrade the system performance since non-
overlapping bursts could appear as overlapping. On the other hand, higher values of g imply a lower number of bits in the 
occupation register, which leads to a reduction of implementation complexity and algorithm response time. A relevant 
contribution of this paper is the exploration of this trade-off. 

The length of the occupation registers in the input and output modules are different: 
 
 Input modules: The first bit in the occupation register corresponds to the time interval [tOSF-min,tOSF-min+g). That is, it is 

associated with the earliest time of arrival of a payload which is being processed in this algorithm execution. The last bit 
corresponds to the time interval [tOSF-max-g, tOSF-max], where tOSF-max is the latest possible arrival time of the last bit of a 
payload which is being processed in this algorithm execution: tOSF-max=t0+δ+DP+Lmax. This corresponds to a packet whose 
header arrived at the end of the header arrival window (t0) and has the maximum duration (Lmax). Then, the number Kin of 
bits of the input module occupation registers is given by:  
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 Output modules: The difference with the previous register is that it must consider that the packet can be allocated an 

FDL. Therefore, the time of the last bit of the latest payload that can be allocated equals tOSF-max’= tOSF-max +maxFDL, 
where maxFDL is the duration of the longest FDL that can be assigned to a packet. Then, the number Kout of bits of the 
output module registers equals  
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D. Scheduler algorithm description 

An algorithm execution starts periodically every TI μs. Let us suppose that current algorithm execution starts at time t=t0. At 
this moment, the input modules contain the control information of the packet headers which arrived in the header arrival time 
window [t0-TI, t0). In each output module, the Rout registers contain the occupation of the output wavelengths by the already 
allocated payloads.  

Every algorithm execution is composed of a sequence of D delay cycles, one for each FDL in the OSF. Each delay cycle d is 
devoted to find a wavelength allocation for the arriving payloads if they were delayed by the corresponding FDL d, d=0,...,D-1. 
Each delay cycle is itself composed of a sequence of CI algorithm iterations. An iteration associated with delay cycle d=0,...,D-1 
consists of the following sequence of steps:  

 
 Request step: This step takes one clock cycle. It is executed in parallel, in each of the input modules. The actions taken in 

the request step are slightly different in the first iteration of a delay cycle and in subsequent iterations. In the first iteration of 
a delay cycle, each input module sends a request signal to all the output modules associated with all the output wavelengths 
of the target output fiber f: OM(f,w), w=0,...,n-1. In subsequent iterations of the same delay cycle, if the input module 
accepted the allocation of an output module (f,w) (described later), a request signal is only sent to that (f,w) output module. 
The importance of this different behavior will be explained later in this paper.  

 Serial overlap check. This step takes Kin clock cycles. Each input module serially sends through the signaling 
interconnection matrix its own occupation register to those output modules for which a request signal was sent. 
Simultaneously, each output module will check the overlap of the occupations from the requested input modules against its 
own occupation register Rout. Each clock cycle, one bit is received from each input module and an AND operation is made 
with the associated bit of the Rout register. In the d-th delay cycle, the i-th bit in the input occupation registers is AND-ed 
with the (i+dG/g)-th bit of the Rout register. In other words, it is assumed that the payload goes through a FDL of length d·G 
μs. If the result of an AND operation is 1, then the payload from the associated input port overlaps a payload already 
allocated in the output wavelength. The overlapping flag associated with that input module is then set to 1. Checking in 
parallel the overlapping of the output wavelength occupation register and nN input module occupation registers is a core 
aspect in the scheduler. This aspect will be carefully addressed in Section V. 

 Grant step: This step takes one clock cycle. It is executed in parallel, in each of the nN output modules. An arbiter circuit is 
responsible of scanning the overlapping flags sending a grant signal to the first input module without overlapping. The input 
modules are assumed to be internally arranged according to a lexicographical order (f,w). The scanning performed by the 
output module OM(f,w) starts with the input module pointed by the grant pointer P(f,w), and follows a clock-wise or 
counter-clockwise direction, depending on the state of the CW(f,w) bit. These operations can be performed by arbiters 
implemented as fast combinational circuits [28]. As a result, a grant signal is sent to an input module with a packet which 
does not overlap either with existing packets scheduled in previous algorithm executions, nor packets allocated in previous 
delay cycles.  

 Serial minimum void computation: This step takes log2(Kout) clock cycles. Each output module, after sending the grant 
signal, serially sends the log2(Kout) bits of the TAIL register associated with the granted input module. TAIL registers reflect 
the length of the void created if the payload was allocated. That is, the distance from the head of the allocated payload to the 
tail of the previous payload allocated in that output port. Each input module chooses, among the granted output modules, 
that with the smallest void. If that holds for more than one grant, the one with the lowest wavelength index is preferred 
(first-fit). This decision is stored in a register at the input module. We denote this action as accepting an output module. As 
will be shown in Section V, the serial reception of the bits allows for a simple electronic implementation of the circuit which 
selects the accepted module. 

 
The only information that remains in the scheduler from one iteration to the next is stored at the input modules: each input 

module remembers the accepted output module. In the next iteration of the same delay cycle, a request signal will be sent solely 
to that output module. The output modules not requested are now free to grant other input modules. This is the source of the 
allocation improvement method, so that the number of optical packets which are allocated an output wavelength can increase in 
subsequent iterations. 

After the last iteration in a delay cycle is completed, the allocations accepted by the input modules are considered final. Those 
input modules will not enter into play in subsequent delay cycles. Also, two further steps are needed in the last iteration of each 
delay cycle, to allow the output modules to update their occupation registers. 

 
 Serial output occupation register update: This step takes Kin clock cycles. The input modules with an accepted packet send 

their input occupation registers to the accepted output modules. Each output module uses this information to update its 
occupation register, by performing a bit-OR operation between the bits in the current occupation register, corresponding to 
payloads that go through the d-th FDL, and the information received from the input modules.  

 
At the end of the execution of the algorithm, the information in the input and output modules is processed as follows: 
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 Input modules: The information in the input modules is considered a final allocation and is sent to the circuit in charge of 

sending the reconfiguration signals to the OSF.  
 Output modules: The information in the occupation registers of the output modules is prepared for the next algorithm 

execution. Each occupation register is bit-shifted by TI/g bits, to reflect a payload propagation of TI μs. 
 
Fig. 3 illustrates with a simple example the main ideas behind PI-OPS operation. It depicts one iteration of the first delay cycle 
in a scheduler of parameters N=2, n=2. Only two input and two output modules are shown. The output modules correspond to 
two wavelengths in output fiber 0. The input modules correspond to two input ports with a packet targeted to output fiber 0. The 
occupation registers are drawn inside the modules, showing in black color the occupation by the arriving packets (input 
modules), and the occupation of previously allocated packets (output modules). Fig. 3(a) shows the request signals sent during 
the first iteration of the delay cycle: the input modules send a request to the two output modules. Then, in Fig. 3(b), the 
occupation registers of both input modules are serially transmitted to the requested output modules, and a serial overlap check is 
performed. Fig. 3(c) shows the grant signal sent by the output modules. In this example, the overlap check was successful in 
both output modules for the same input module, which thus receives two grant signals. The tail register stores the size of the 
void created. Fig. 3(d) depicts the serial transmission of the tail register to the granted module. The input module 0, receiving the 
two tail registers, chooses the smallest one (output module 1), which corresponds to the allocation with minimum void. Finally, 
Fig. 3(e) describes the register update occurring in the last iteration of the delay cycle. Input module 0 sends its occupation 
register to output module 1, which bit-adds it to its occupation register. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 

Fig. 3. PI-OPS: Example of one iteration  

E. Grant pointers operation and system initialization 

As it happens in the iSLIP scheduler for VOQ switches [10], the operation of grant pointers strongly affects the performance 
of the system. If an input module enters into a request step, it simultaneously sends a request signal to n output modules, one per 
output wavelength of the target output fiber. It is of interest to reduce the number of simultaneous grants an input module 
receives, as at most one grant can be accepted. The non-accepted grants correspond to FDL assignments not granted to other 
modules. Those candidate allocations will not enter into play until next iteration. Therefore, the grant pointers of output modules 
corresponding to the same output fiber should be desynchronized, in the sense that they point to input modules as separated as 
possible one from the other in the (f,w) lexicographical ordering. Then, we increase the chances that the grants are more 
uniformly spread among the input modules. Similarly to algorithm [29] for VOQ switches, and to algorithm [30] for slotted OPS 
switches, this can be obtained by: (i) a grant pointer initialization during system start-up which maximizes the minimum 
lexicographical distance between pointers, (ii) the CW bit is changed after every algorithm execution, switching the scanning 
direction of the input ports pointed by the grant pointers. This action aims to improve system fairness when packet arrivals are 
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not uniform across input fibers, in the same way as in [29][30]. (iii) Every two algorithm executions (with opposite scanning 
directions) all the pointers increase the value by one, modulo nN. As all the pointers update their value simultaneously, the 
pointers de-synchronization is maintained. 

F. Algorithm convergence 

We define algorithm convergence time as the number of iterations needed for the system to achieve a stable allocation in all 
the processed packets, which would not change if more iterations were performed. This prevents the variations in the allocation 
to persist eternally. The convergence of the PI-OPS is guaranteed by the stability of accepted modules property.  

 
Proposition: If an input module IM receives a grant from output module OM and accepts it at iteration i, it will be granted 

again by the same OM in all the future iterations of the same delay cycle. 
Proof: After accepting a grant at iteration i, IM sends a request signal solely to OM at iteration i+1. At iteration i+1, the OM 

will receive a subset of the requests it received in the previous iteration. Thus, if IM had the priority with respect to the other 
requests according to the grant pointer in OM at iteration i, it will be also prioritized in the subsequent iterations. 
 

The previous proposition limits the maximum number of iterations to convergence to nN. This corresponds to the case in 
which at every iteration one new input module (not granted in the previous iterations) receives at least a grant, and thus accepts 
one output module. As shown in the result section, this theoretical convergence limit is not reached in normal operation, for 
which a moderate number of iterations (≤6 in all cases) suffices to achieve convergence. 

IV. RESULTS 

Figure 4 illustrates the testing scenario. The switch under evaluation SE receives traffic from N source nodes and is responsible 
for switching it to N output sink nodes. Connecting fibers have n data wavelengths λ0,...,λn-1. 

Two different scheduling algorithms will be evaluated in the SE node: LAUC-VF and PI-OPS. LAUC-VF is a sequential 
algorithm commonly used in comparative performance evaluation studies, in optical packet/burst switching networks with 
asynchronous arrivals. Its operation consists of processing the headers one by one, allocating the smallest FDL possible. If more 
than one output wavelength can be allocated to the payload in the same minimum FDL, it is chosen the one which creates a 
smaller void. A data structure accounting with all the voids created is supposed to be available. 

In our tests, the reconfiguration time of the optical equipment and the IPG time are assumed to be equal to 0.03 μs 
(TO=IPG=0.03 μs). This is consistent with the reconfiguration time in SOA-based switch fabrics. Both the source nodes and the 
SE node under test respect this IPG time in their assignments, so that each payload is followed by an IPG idle time.  

In OPS/OBS networks, optical packets are made by assembling several IP packets, according to a defined assembling 
strategy. In our tests, the packet assembling is emulated by the source nodes. Each source node assembles optical packets of 
duration given by a truncated normal distribution. Minimum payload length is set to Lmin=10 μs, and the maximum payload 
length to 100 μs. Average length is set to 55 μs. Three different variances of the payload duration are tested, corresponding to 
the coefficients of variation CV={0, 0.75, 1.5}. The CV values represent the ratio between the typical deviation and the mean of 
the normal distributions before being truncated. Note that CV=0 corresponds to fixed length payloads. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Testing scenario 

 
The target output node of the packets is selected randomly with uniform distribution. The time between the assembling of two 

consecutive packets is exponentially distributed. Its average is calculated to match the desired load value in the input fibers. 
After a packet is assembled in the source node, its transmission wavelength and injection time in the connecting fiber are 
selected as if the input node was a LAUC-VF node, with an infinite number of FDLs. Using LAUC-VF source nodes is 
considered a simple and effective way to generate more realistic traffic profiles reproducing the correlations in packet arrivals 
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over different wavelengths of the same fiber in an OPS/OBS network. The rationale is to make the incoming packet flows 
behave as if they already crossed part of an OPS/OBS network. The assumption of an infinite number of FDLs in the upstream 
LAUC-VF allocation allows to inject the node with the same load assumed in the packet generation process. 

The granularity of the FDLs in the source nodes and the SE node is made equal to 55 μs, the average packet length. Previous 
works have shown that a FDL granularity close to the average payload duration optimizes system performance [31]. The time 
between two algorithm executions is set to TI=10 μs, so the design constraint (2) is satisfied with a small margin of 30 ns. The 
PI-OPS algorithm response time is assumed to be also TA=10 μs, making the constraint TI≥TA tight. The chosen parameters 
Lmin=TI=TA=10 μs are consistent with system constraints (1) and (2), and as will be shown later, also permit a feasible 
implementation of the PI-OPS scheduler. 

The operation of the PI-OPS algorithm in asynchronous OPS networks and in OBS networks with the ODD reservation 
protocol is totally equivalent. The only difference comes from the dimensioning of the per-input port fiber delay DP. In OPS 
networks, packet headers are attached to packet payload without offset. The per-input-port FDL should be dimensioned as 
DP=TI+TA+TO=20.03 µs. In the OBS case DP=TI+TA =20 µs, and bursts have a constant offset δ=TO= 0.03 µs. Consequently, a 
header arriving at t=t0 is in any case associated with a payload which arrives to the OSF of the node TI+TA+TO=20.03 µs later. 
Given this equivalence from the scheduler point-of-view, in this paper, we show the results obtained in the OPS case, being the 
results in the OBS-ODD case equal. 

Performance evaluation has been conducted by means of discrete event simulation. The simulation tool has been built on top 
of the OMNeT++ platform [32]. All the tests performed consist of 5 independent samples, with 108 generated packets per source 
node. The simulation time is adjusted to fulfill this requirement. Note that the simulation time is thus dependent on the system 
load and number of wavelengths per fiber. Confidence intervals are calculated for a 95% quality, using the t-Student method. 
Confidence intervals obtained validate the results, but are not shown in the figures for the sake of clarity. 

The first step in our study addresses the dimensioning of the optical buffering B in the SE switch, required for guaranteeing an 
average bit loss probability below 10-5 for an 80% input load. Measuring the bit loss probability means that the loss of a packet 
is weighted by its duration. The results shown in Table I cover the cases of N={4,8} input/output fibers, n={20,40,80} 
wavelengths per fiber, and coefficient of variation of packet payload CV={0,0.75,1.5}. Tests are repeated for (i) the LAUC-VF 
scheduler and (ii) the PI-OPS scheduler with a sufficient number of iterations, to guarantee algorithm convergence, and an 
infinitesimal granularity of the occupation register. This means that no loss of precision in the payload initial and end times 
exists because of the finite number of bits in the occupation register. Then, we compare the LAUC-VF with the upper 
performance limits of PI-OPS algorithm.  

Results reflect the known buffering requirements reduction effect for higher number of wavelengths per fiber. This happens 
since both algorithms exploit the wavelength dimension to solve contention. Table I shows that PI-OPS nodes require one more 
FDL in the OSF than LAUC-VF nodes when the number of wavelengths is n={20,40} (two in the case n=20, CV=0). In its turn, 
the buffering needs are the same in the DWDM case n=80. Note that in this situation, two FDLs suffice to guarantee a 
respectable traffic loss probability of 10-5 at traffic load of 80%.  

 
 
 

TABLE I 
NUMBER OF FDLS B FOR A BIT LOSS PROBABILITY OF 10-5, UNDER 80% INPUT LOAD. SCHEDULERS {PI-OPS/LAUC-VF} 

            n 
   N ,CV 

n= 20 n = 40 n = 80 

N =4; CV=0 6 / 4 3 / 2 2 / 2 

N =4; CV=0.75 5 / 4 3 / 2 2 / 2 

N =4; CV=1.5 5 / 4 3 / 2 2 / 2 

N =8; CV=0 6 / 4 3 / 2 2 / 2 

N =8; CV=0.75 5 / 4 3 / 2 2 / 2 

N =8; CV=1.5 5 / 4 3 / 2 2 / 2 

 
It is interesting to see that LAUC-VF exhibits a better traffic loss performance than PI-OPS algorithm, despite of its sequential 

operation. Fig. 5 helps us to illustrate this aspect. It compares the LAUC-V and PI-OPS traffic loss performance for the 
parameters n={20,40,80}, N={4}, CV={0.75}, B={2} and input load factors ρ={0.5, 0.55, ..., 0.95}. Results show that if the 
same buffering is used, LAUC-VF outperforms PI-OPS. Larger performance gaps are seen with a higher number of wavelengths 
per fiber. Similar results obtained for other buffering parameters B, not shown in this paper, confirm this effect. This suggests 
that PI-OPS is not able to totally exploit the potential benefits of the group scheduling. One reason for this, is that PI-OPS has 
been designed keeping in mind the hardware implementation complexity. Then, the payload allocation process is constrained in 
some steps. For instance, in PI-OPS once an input port is granted by an output module in an iteration, it will not request any 
different output module in further iterations. On the one hand, this method permits the improvements of the allocation in 
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subsequent iterations, in a manner which allows a practical hardware implementation. On the other hand, it strongly constraints 
how the allocations are improved.  
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Fig. 5. PI-OPS vs LAUC-VF traffic loss performance., N=4, CV=0.75, B=2. 

 
The data associated with PI-OPS in the Table I set an optimum performance limit for this scheduler, if infinite hardware 

resources were available to implement it. However, to be able to study the practical feasibility of PI-OPS we are forced to assess 
the sensibility of these results with respect to (i) the number of iterations in the algorithm CI, (ii) the scheduler time granularity 
value g.  Recall that g represents the time interval associated with one bit in the input and output bit-mask occupation registers. 
Finer (lower) values of g result in more bits in the occupation registers, and thus more hardware resources for building the input 
and output modules, and more time to complete the serial overlapping and minimum void selection steps in the algorithm. 

Table II collects relevant information to evaluate this sensibility. For each of the N={4,8}, n={20,40,80}, CV={0,0.75,1.5} 
cases studied above, we study the coarser granularity g for which the optical buffering requirements of PI-OPS are the same as 
in the PI-OPS upper performance bound. That is, the best case in which using a finite precision does not degrade the optical 
buffering performance of PI-OPS nodes. For the sake of clarity, instead of showing the results of g (measured e.g. in 
nanoseconds), we plot the values 10µs/g, that is, the number of bits needed to represent an interval of 10 µs. The more the 
number of bits, the higher the length of the occupation registers. Next to the 10µs/g value, we also show the number of iterations 
CI for which convergence was reached in the 99.9% of the occasions. That means, for which convergence is guaranteed in the 
practice. Note that if convergence is not reached in a delay cycle, it means that some packets will likely be assigned a higher 
FDL. Only if this happens in the delay cycle associated with the last iteration, some of the packets can be lost, that would not be 
lost if convergence was reached. 

 
TABLE II 

PI-OPS GRANULARITY AND CONVERGENCE TIME PRESERVING FDL DIMENSIONING IN TABLE I. VALUES (10µS/G) / CI 

            n 
   N,CV  

n= 20 n = 40 n = 80 

N =4; CV=0 5 / 4  6 / 4 5 / 6 

N =4; CV=0.75 7 / 4  4 / 4 4 / 6 

N =4; CV=1.5 6 / 4 4 / 4 4 / 6 

N =8; CV=0 7 /  4 8 / 5 5 / 6 

N =8; CV=0.75 4 / 4 4 / 4 4 / 6 

N =8; CV=1.5 4 / 4 4 / 4 4 / 6 

 
Results show that the number of bits needed to represent 10µs ranges from 4 to 8, corresponding to g=2.5µs and g=1.25µs 

respectively. The coarser values g=2.5µs are found for n=40 and n=80 which are also the most interesting cases from the optical 
buffering point of view. For both n={40,80} a finer granularity g seems to be required when fixed length packets are used 
(CV=0). The case n=20 shows worse results, especially in nodes with degree N=4.  

The values of the number of iterations to convergence CI observed are practically independent from the CV and N parameters. 
Four iterations are needed for a number of wavelengths per fiber n={20,40}, and six in the case n=80. This slight increase in the 
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number of iterations for the DWDM case is caused by the operation during the first iterations of the algorithm. In those 
iterations, not granted input modules persist sending a request to all output modules of the target output fiber. As PI-OPS 
progresses, output modules receive less and less requests, since granted input modules reduce its request signals to 1. Intuitively, 
the more the number of output modules, the higher the chances of this process to take more iterations. 

V. ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATION 

Actual implementations of optical packet schedulers are not common in literature. An example is given in [33], which 
describes a system design for implementing an OBS scheduler based on void filling using associative memories and parallel 
computation to find the optimal channel assignment. However, burst headers are still processed serially and there is no 
evaluation of the system processing time. 

This section is aimed at providing an insight on how the physical design of an optical packet scheduler may affect the logical 
performance achievable in theory, referring to the proposed solution. What will be described next is a possible FPGA 
implementation of the scheduling sub-modules that perform the most critical tasks from the processing point of view, followed 
by the emulation of a corresponding board design. This is the first step towards a more comprehensive feasibility study, which 
would require the development of a complete test-bed and, therefore, is out of the scope of this paper.  

According to the algorithm description, the number of clock cycles required to complete a scheduling time window depends 
on the number of bits in the input and output occupation registers and on the number of iterations needed to reach convergence. 
Table III shows the dimensioning of the input and output contention registers of the PI-OPS scheduler, associated with the 
results obtained in Table II, according to (3) and (4). The third column displays the resulting maximum clock period (in 
nanoseconds) allowed to maintain a constant scheduler response time TA = 10μs. The focus here is on the most demanding 
algorithm steps, which consist in Serial Overlap Check and Serial Minimum Void Computation according to the discussion in 
Section III-D. 

The functional blocks used in the implementation of the Serial Overlap Check and Grant steps are shown in Fig. 5 for a 
generic output module. Each output module OM(f,w) is connected to each input module IM(f,w) with a serial line Dk and to its 
arbiter with nN signals OV0, … , OVNn-1 representing the overlapping flags. A global Scheduler Controller, which is in charge of 
coordinating the different processing steps, sets the C signal to on when the Serial Overlap Check step starts, telling the output 
module to read the bits incoming on the serial lines connected to the input modules which sent a request signal in the previous 
phase. 

 
TABLE III 

HARDWARE DIMENSIONING FOR THE SCHEDULERS BUILT ACCORDING TO TABLE II.  {KIN, KOUT, CLOCK PERIOD (NS)} 

            n 
   N  

n= 20 n = 40 n = 80 

N =4; CV=0 55 / 193 / 5.3 66 / 132 / 9 55 / 83 / 11.4 

N =4; CV=0.75 77 /231 /  4.7 44 / 88 / 13 44 / 66 / 13.8 

N =4; CV=1.5 66 /198 / 5.4 44 / 88 / 13 44 / 66 / 13.8 

N =8; CV=0 77 / 270 / 3.9 88 / 176 / 5.8 55 / 83 / 11.4 

N =8; CV=0.75 44 / 132 / 7.7 44 / 88 / 13 44 / 66 / 13.8 

N =8; CV=1.5 44 / 132 / 7.7 44 / 88 / 13 44 / 66 / 13.8 

 
What happens inside each output module is shown in Fig. 6. Using the serial line OOR, the content of the output occupation 

register is compared bit-by-bit with the content of the input module registers received on the serial lines Dk to detect any 
overlapping between the incoming packet and those already scheduled on the output channel. If an overlapping is detected with 
the packet incoming on Di, then the overlapping signal OVi becomes active and the arbiter is able to exclude the corresponding 
input module from the following Grant step. At the same time, the position of the last bit set to one in the output occupation 
register preceding the first bit set to one received on line Dj is stored in the tail register Tj. In other words, each tail register stores 
the position of the tail of the already scheduled packet closest to the head of the packet incoming on the corresponding input 
module. 
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Fig. 5. Output module and arbiter used in Serial Overlap Check and Grant steps implementation 

 

An example of how the output module works during the Serial Overlap Check step is shown in Fig. 7: the packet coming 
from input module i overlaps with the content of the output occupation register, whereas the packets coming from input modules 
j and k can be successfully scheduled within two different voids, resulting in two different values of the tail register. 

Once the Serial Overlap Check step is completed, the global Scheduler Controller sets the C signal to off and starts the Grant 
step by activating the A signal, that tells the arbiter to check the overlapping flags and select the input module towards which the 
grant signal Gk should be made active. 

FPGA implementation of the functional blocks of Figs. 5 and 6 has been simulated by means of Quartus II software v9.0, 
assuming Stratix III boards and obtaining a realistic timing analysis without any fitter optimization. The waveforms resulting 
from the emulation of the Serial Overlap Check step are shown in Fig. 8 with reference to a single input-output module pair. The 
signals are defined as follows: clk is the clock signal; count_en is an enabling signal representing C; Input_bus is a streaming 
input line representing serial line Dk; Occupation_reg is a streaming input line representing serial line OOR; out_data is the 
value of the tail register Tk; out_en is the overlapping signal OVk. 

The waveforms on the top of the figure refer to the case when a packet contention was emulated, whereas those on the bottom 
have been obtained considering the case when no overlapping takes place. A 128-bit output occupation register was used and the 
circuit works correctly with a clock period of 10 ns. However, the emulated circuit was able to tolerate a maximum clock 
frequency of 236.52 MHz, corresponding to a clock period of 4.228 ns. The Serial Overlap Check step has also been emulated 
with a full-featured output module connected to 64 input modules, measuring the timings of the hardware implementation of the 
functional blocks of Fig. 5 with nN = 64. The maximum clock frequency obtained in this case was 179.50 MHz, leading to a 
minimum clock period of 5.571 ns. This is quite a good result if compared with the requirements in Table III, although in some 
cases the clock is not fast enough. It is then reasonable to assume that the implementation of Serial Overlap Check step does not 
heavily affect the logical performance. 
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Fig. 6. Functional blocks used in the output module implementation 
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OOR 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Di 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

OVi 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ti 0 2 3 3 3 3 − − − − − − −

Dj 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

OVj 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tj 0 2 3 3 3 3 7 8 8 8 8 8 8

Dk 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OVk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tk 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
 

Fig. 7. Example of output module operations during the Serial Overlap Check step 
 

When the generic input module IM(f,w) receives one or more grant signals from the relevant output modules, the final Serial 
Minimum Void Computation step begins. The implementation details of the generic input module operations during such step are 
shown in Fig. 9. 

The global Scheduler Controller activates the S signal to let the input module know that the Serial Minimum Void 
Computation step has begun and that the content of the tail registers is being received on the serial lines D0, …, DNn-1 coming 
from the output modules. Obviously, only the lines corresponding to the output modules which sent a grant signal in the 
previous step are considered valid. The input module performs a bit-wise comparison of the value of the tail registers received 
and selects the highest one, corresponding to the channel with the minimum starting void as dictated by the PI-OPS algorithm. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 8. Waveforms of the Serial Overlap Check step implementation. The one at the top shows the case of an overlapping packet,  

whereas in the one at the bottom the incoming packet does not overlap with the content of the output occupation register 
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Fig. 9. Functional blocks used in the input module implementation 

 
 
In particular, the circuit compares all incoming bits to check whether the value of a given output module tail register must still 

be considered as a potential maximum, i.e. it is still valid. The generic tail register being received on serial line Dk is still valid (i) 
if its current bit value is set to one or (ii) if it is set to zero and all the other bit values of valid tail registers are also set to zero. 
This operation is easily implemented with fast combinational logic operating on the serial bit stream. The validity signals V0, …, 
VNn-1 remain active as long as the corresponding tail register is still valid. The maximum value is found either when only one 
validity signal is left active or when all the tail register bits have been received, in which case multiple output modules provide 
the same optimum void, as measured by the current time granularity g. 

The winner selector block is then in charge of storing the index of the best output channel in the winner register (making a 
choice in case of multiple valid tail registers) and setting the W signal to on, which tells the Scheduler Controller that at least a 
winner was found. The Scheduler Controller then sets the S signal to off, meaning that the Serial Minimum Void Computation 
step is over. In case of the last iteration of the scheduling algorithm, the W signal is also received by the output modules to alert 
them to update the output occupation register.  

Two examples of how the input module works during the Serial Minimum Void Computation step are shown in Fig. 10: in the 
top figure, the optimum channel among i, j and k is found before the complete tail registers are received, whereas the bottom 
figure shows the worst case when the winner is found only at the end of the step. 

The emulation of an FPGA implementation of the Serial Minimum Void Computation step for the case of 4 tail registers 
proved that the circuit works correctly with a clock period of 10 ns. Furthermore, the emulated circuit was able to tolerate a 
maximum clock frequency of 350.02 MHz, corresponding to a clock period of 2.857 ns. However, when the scheduler design 
requires several tens of such input modules, the blocks implementing bit-wise operations need larger fan-in/fan-out levels, 
resulting in a cascade of multiple logical gates and a significant increase of the signal propagation times across the FPGA board. 
This, of course,limits the minimum clock period attainable and affect the logical performance. Therefore, although the single 
input module looks feasible as it is, more advanced electronic design optimization techniques, such as the adoption of pipelined 
processing or the use of a parallel logic to compute the maximum over a set of values similar to the one described in [24], are 
needed to reduce the impact on the logical performance. 
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Fig. 10. Two examples of input module operations  during the Serial Minimum Void Computation step 

VI. CONCLUSION  

This paper presents an optical packet scheduling algorithm based on a parallel, iterative mechanism similar to the one 
successfully implemented in routers with virtual output queuing. The proposed approach is suitable for OPS nodes with 
asynchronous arrivals and OBS networks with Only Destination Delay reservation mechanism. The algorithm details have been 
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described and simulations have been performed in order to evaluate the logical performance and provide general node design 
guidelines to keep the total scheduling time below 10 μs. 

The parallel and iterative processing introduced by the proposed solution is the key that allows to define a guaranteed 
maximum execution time. This is a significant step towards the actual implementation of efficient control logic for OPS nodes, 
one of the research issues that still need to be investigated with appropriate attention. 

Emulations of possible FPGA implementations of the sub-modules in charge of the most critical tasks of the scheduling 
process have been performed, showing how the actual implementation of the scheduler may affect the expected logical 
performance, requiring to either find a sub-optimal scheduling solution (e.g. by reducing the number of bits in the registers or 
the number of iterations to fit the target total scheduling time) or to increase the expected scheduling time. Although the real 
impact of the physical design can be evaluated only with a complete implementation of the control logic, the FPGA emulations 
shown here allow to understand in which direction the optimization effort should be targeted. 

In authors’ opinion, PI-OPS should be seen as a first approach in the design of parallel-iterative schedulers in asynchronous 
OPS networks. The studies conducted support the practical feasibility of this strategy. The field is open for further investigations 
exploring e.g. the multiple cost vs performance trade-offs that appear in the design of this type of schedulers.  
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